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About This Game

We think they came from space. We think they are evil. But, we know they have invaded the cities of Earth and made all life a
bummer, so they must be destroyed. However, they are impervious to all forms of conventional weaponry.
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Fortunately for humanity, Dr. Klaus von Hammersphere has discovered the rare element AntiOrbium which sends the Evil Orbs
back to whence they came (wherever that is) and he has invented a device that he affectionately calls the “Elementary Evil Orb
Disposal Device 2000” (EEODD 2000 for short) which can be used to shoot and deflect balls of AntiOrbium at the Orbs. He is

recruiting you to wield this device and save humanity. What do you say? Do you want to save humanity?

CONTROLS

Use your mouse to control the EEODD 2000 and fire balls of AntiOrbium at the Evil Orbs. Because AntiOrbium is a very rare
element, there is only so much to go around. Fortunately, you can also use the EEODD to control the balls after you have fired

them at the orbs and try to knock the balls back at remaining Orbs to maximize the amount of Orbs popped per each
AntiOrbium ball fired.

GAME

The Evil Orbs are devious and have utilized common materials from Earth to protect themselves from your barrage of
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AntiOrbium.

As in any armed conflict between humans and mysterious Orb-like entities, Dr. Hammersphere is hard at work inventing special
powerups for your EEODD 2000 to win the arms race with the Evil Orbs. Utilize these powerups in different combinations to

overcome whatever the Evil Orbs throw at you.

Once you have popped all the Evil Orbs in a city, the cloud of total bummerness will dissipate from the newly saved city, and
the residents will celebrate your victory with a party. But, no time for you to stand around celebrating, for you must save all 132

cities around the world in order to stop the Evil Orbs before they complete their plan for world domination.

Save a city by using fewer AntiOrbium balls, and Dr. Hammersphere will reward you with a medal for your thriftiness. Can you
earn gold medals on every level?

Along the way, you and Dr. Hammersphere just might solve the mystery of where the Evil Orbs came from in the first place.

Can you beat the Challenge Mode?

Challenge your friends and duel them either over the network or hotseat!

Save replays of your awesome shots and amaze your friends and family! Post them online and become the gaming star that you
have always imagined yourself to be!

Can you earn all 120 trophies?
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To start off the review I must say that I do very much so enjoy many things about this game, but dear lord the boss fights are
harder than the Asylum Demon in Dark Souls. This isn't because of the insane difficulty, not in the slightest, but the vomit
enducing rage generator aka the "Camera Controls". Or lack thereof. I could not play this game due to its horrid and miserly
camera angles. During the second Borax fight you literally have to guess when you are being attacked and dodge accordingly.
The camera is intentionally trying to screw you over more than the actual fight. But as far as the actual gameplay, it is quite
engaging and is fun to play around a buddy or two. I personally loved the combo system and its fluidity was quite unmatched by
other fighting zelda-like games, but it also has the downside of making the game too easy because it automatically counters the
enemies.There is also this extremely annoying audio glitch that makes me want to slam my head in to a wall. I would rather cut
off my ears like Van Gogh than have to listen to a rat/cat continously say "HEH, HEH, HEH, HEH, HEH" as though they were
laughing at my inability to skip the thirtieth cutscene in a row featuring rats, bears, and cats OH MY! There are some strange
quirks in that your character has a strange cat hole that causes an uncanny valley sort of feel. Some like that, but no says I. Also
when wearing armor you a very unfortunately placed Ruby Gemstone where the "Crown Jewels" are supposed to be, if you
catch my drift. Again, some like that, but no says I. In short, do not play. Although I do aspire to be as sassy as the first dragon
you meet, he is the real OG.. A very unique but simple 80's game that reflects gives a nice retro feeling and an old visual style.
Most of the game is spent in the betting shop trying to win on the horses (and football once a week) to survive. On starting it
feels a bit repetitive. And it is! But the game grew on me after a few quick sessions and the horse racing becomes quite engaging
as time goes on. The pub and beach are just add-ons that serve to give you a possible funds boost should you run low on cash.
That's about it really. It does have a nice 80's feel and I would recommend this with the proviso that you remember the 80's and
old betting shops! LOL. It's just an odd game.

Anyway, in some way\u2019s it feels like it has something to say around run down town centres and unemployment culture and
the hopeless lives that used to (and probably still do) spend their day\u2019s living this repetitive life. Maybe this game is some
kind of cultural statement not normally seen in video games or maybe it\u2019s just a simple game.

I read on the forums something about 'staring at a Lava lamp' but it feels more like a weird retro experience rather than a game
if that makes sense. I suspect a large number of gamers just won't get it but I enjoy playing it albeit in brief sittings. I think it
has a lot of potential to be developed and expanded with a story and extra locations.. Game's atmosphere was really good and it
kept me spooked for a while then the doll came into play and that took over for the spooky atmosphere. Game runs smoothly
and no problems yet. A great horror game and it's pretty cheap.

You can judge for yourself if you want I talk a lot to cope plus the doll does not physically show up yet ... but it whispers ... the
whispers... https:\/\/youtu.be\/BYtdQUUHpXs. Only time I didn't get ninja'd in the key raffle.. WARNING: If you just get a
black screen on startup, you might be tempted to put "-screen-fullscreen 0" in the launch options to force it into windowed
mode. DON'T DO THIS! It will delete your save files for some incomprehensible reason! Instead, you need to press enter, wait
for the sound to finish, press down twice, then enter to go to options, wait for the sound, then press down and enter to switch to
windowed mode. After that, you can switch back to fullscreen mode and it will work normally. If you remember to switch it
back to windowed mode before you exit. I could poke around in the game settings file to try and switch it to windowed mode,
but I'm afraid of what it might do if it detects that...

Once you get past that bug, it's a fun, simple platformer with nice pixel graphics and above average music.. You need some
freedom.
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Entertaining for a bit, but there are too many games out there and this one loses it's charm after awhile. I am not a puzzle game
freak so it could be me. I would give this a neutral review.

The ice man that provides PSAs looks drunk and seems to have a black eye.. I was about to write a longer review about this
game but how should i do so if the game kinda plays itself if you only hold down the fire button and going right?

I mean it.

I played the first 3 worlds (i guess each 2 levels + boss) and the first level of world 4 and i had NO health problem
either ammo problem by just holding down the firebutton, running straight into "enemy lines". Even if you have no
ammo left, you have a "super fast" close combat knife which i used for killing the 2. boss in less then 15 seconds.

Worth playing? No
Fun? No
Reinstall? No

Srs, it makes no fun, the animations, the gameplay, nothing looks good or is good in this game tbh. Maybe the music a
bit but thats fairly all i can say.... Wonderful! I felt extremely immersed in the gameplay. I enjoy it so far and will
continue to enjoy it. Recommend! 8\/10. Excellent corridor shooter.
Convenient control and shooting.
The variety of weapons was pleased.
The game reminded the good old Quake.
In this game and in truth a good time.
It is a pity there is no card.. great game I enjoyed it alot :) you do need to be in to puzzels and some of them are quite
hard but for somene like me that likes a puzzel chalange this game is perfect! loved every minute of it.. Great game for
everyday relax. But too short.. This game is fun. can be difficult, but it's a bullet hell for a reason. You have several
different dolls (characters) to choose from and after you purchase them (in-game, not real money) you can cycle
between the ones you have (that are still alive, at least.) It's fun, albeit occassionally difficult.. This game isn't anything
major, I'll be honest. In fact, I'll preface this by saying you should probably buy it on sale, as its not a very big game
for its regular $6.99 price.

HOWEVER

For what it's worth, this game is pretty fun. Its VERY fast-paced and exciting while still taking some amount of
strategy to complete. You can't just rampage about and hope to win. You have to think about what to do and where to
attack next, and in a hurry. It's quite a challenge that makes you think fast, literally. Plus I love the music during
Rampage. It rocks!

Will it keep you distracted for hours? Probably not.
Is it fun? Absolutely!
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